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Abstract
Polar codes are constructed for m-user multiple access channels (MAC) whose input alphabet
size is a prime number. The block error probability under successive cancelation decoding is
o(2−N1/2−), where N is the block length. Although the sum capacity is achieved by this coding
scheme, some points in the symmetric capacity region may not be achieved. In the case where
the channel is a combination of linear channels, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition
characterizing the channels whose symmetric capacity region is preserved upon the polarization
process. We also provide a sufficient condition for having a total loss in the dominant face.
1 Introduction
Polar coding, invented by Arıkan [2], is the first low complexity coding technique that achieves
the symmetric capacity of binary-input memoryless channels. The idea is to convert a set of
identical copies of a given single user binary-input channel, into a set of almost extremal chan-
nels, i.e. either almost perfect channels, or almost useless channels. This phenomenon is called
polarization.
Arıkan’s technique was generalized in [6] for channels with arbitrary input alphabet size.
The probability of error of successive cancelation decoding of polar codes was proved to be
equal to o(2−N1/2−) [3].
In the case of multiple access channels, we find two main results in the literature: (i) E.
S¸as¸og˘lu et al. constructed polar codes for the two-user MAC [7], (ii) E. Abbe and E. Telatar
constructed polar codes for the m-user MAC with binary input [1]. In this project, we combine
the ideas of [7] and [1] to construct polar codes for the m-user MAC whose input alphabet size
is a prime number (or a power of a prime number).
In our construction, as well as in both constructions in [7] and [1], the sum capacity is
preserved upon the polarization process but some points in the symmetric capacity region are
not always achieved by the polar coding scheme. A part of the symmetric capacity region is
lost by polar coding. In this project, we study this loss in the special case where the channel is
a combination of linear channels (this class of channels will be introduced in section 6).
In section 2, we introduce the preliminaries for this project. We describe the polarization
process in section 3. The rate of polarization is studied in section 4. Polar codes for the m-user
MAC are constructed in section 5. The problem of loss in the capacity region is studied in
section 6. Finally, we conclude this project in section 7.
2 Preliminaries
Definition 1. A discrete m-user multiple access channel (MAC) is an (m + 2)-tuple P =
(X1, X2, ..., Xm, Y, fP ) where X1, ..., Xm are finite sets that are called the “input alphabets” of
P , Y is a finite set that is called the “output alphabet” of P , and fP : X1×X2×...×Xm×Y → [0, 1]
is a function satisfying ∀(x1, x2, ..., xm) ∈ X1 ×X2 × ...×Xm,
∑
y∈Y
fP (x1, x2, ..., xm, y) = 1.
Notation 1. We write P : X1×X2×...×Xm → Y to denote that P has m users, X1, X2, ..., Xm
as input alphabets, and Y as output alphabet. We denote fP (x1, x2, ..., xm, y) by P (y|x1, x2, ..., xm)
which is interpreted as the conditional probability of getting y at the output, given that we have
(x1, x2, ..., xm) at the input.
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Definition 2. A code C of block length N and rate vector (R1, R2, ..., Rm) is an (m+ 1)-tuple
C = (f1, f2, ..., fm, g), where fk : Wk = {1, 2, ..., dαNRke} → XNk is the encoding function of
the kth user and g : Yn → W1 ×W2 × ... ×Wm is the decoding function. We denote fk(w) =(
fk(w)1, ..., fk(w)N
)
, where fk(w)n is the n
th component of fk(w). The average probability of
error of the code C is given by:
Pe(C) =
∑
(w1,...,wm)∈W1×...×Wm
Pe(w1, ..., wm)
|W1| × ...× |Wm|
Pe(w1, ..., wm) =
∑
(y1,...,yN )∈YN
g(y1,...,yN )6=(w1,...,wm)
N∏
n=1
P
(
yn|f1(w1)n, ..., fm(wm)n
)
where α is a pre-determined real number according to which the rate of information is measured.
If α = 2, the rates are expressed in bits, and if α = e, the rates are expressed in nats.
Definition 3. A rate vector R = (R1, ..., Rm) is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence
of codes CN of rate vector R and of block length N such that Pe(CN ) tends to zeros as N tends
to infinity. The capacity region of the MAC P is the closure of the set of all achievable rate
vectors.
Theorem 1. (Theorem 15.3.6 [4]) The capacity region of a MAC P is given by the closure of
the convex hull of the rate vectors (R1, ..., Rm) satisfying
R(S) ≤ I[S](P ) for all S ⊆ {1, ...,m}
for some probability distribution P (y|x1, ..., xm)p1(x1)...pm(xm) on X1 × ... × Xm × Y. where
R(S) :=
lS∑
k=1
Rk, X(S) := (Xs1 , ..., XslS ) for S = {s1, ..., slS} and I[S](P ) := I(X(S);Y X(Sc)).
All the mutual informations are calculated using logarithm base α.
Definition 4. I(P ) := I[{1, ...,m}](P ) is called the sum capacity of P , it’s equal to the maxi-
mum value of R1 + ... + Rm when (R1, ..., Rm) is achievable. The set of points of the capacity
region satisfying R1 + ...+Rm = I[{1, ...,m}](P ) is called the dominant face.
In this project, we are interested in MAC where Xk = Fq and we take α = q. We will focus
our attention on the case where q is a prime number since we can easily generalize for the more
general case where q is a power of a prime number. More particularly, we are interested in the
symmetric capacity region which is defined by:
J (P ) = {(R1, ..., Rm) : 0 ≤ R(S) ≤ I(X(S);Y X(Sc)) ∀S ⊆ {1, ...,m}}
where the mutual informations are calculated for independently, uniformly distributedX1,...,Xm.
3 Polarization process
Definition 5. Let P : Fmq → Y be a discrete m-user MAC. We define the two channels
P− : Fmq → Y2 and P+ : Fmq → Y2 × Fmq as:
P−(y1, y2|u11, ..., u1m) =
∑
(u21,...,u
2
m)∈Fmq
1
qm
P (y1|u11 + u21, ..., u1m + u2m)P (y2|u21, ..., u2m)
P+(y1, y2, u
1
1, ..., u
1
m|u21, ..., u2m) =
1
qm
P (y1|u11 + u21, ..., u1m + u2m)P (y2|u21, ..., u2m)
2
P− and P+ can be constructed from two independent copies of P as follows: The kth user
chooses independently and uniformly two symbols U1k and U
2
k in Fq, he calculates X1k = U1k +U2k
and X2k = U
2
k , and he finally sends X
1
k through the first copy of P and X
2
k through the second
copy of P . P− and P+ are the channels U11 ...U1m → Y1Y2 and U21 ...U2m → Y1Y2U11 ...U1m respec-
tively, where Y1 and Y2 are the respective outputs of the first and second copy of P .
Note that the transformation (U11 , ..., U
1
m, U
2
1 , ..., U
2
m)→ (X11 , ..., X1m, X21 , ..., X2m) is bijective
and therefore it induces uniform and independent distributions for X11 , ..., X
1
m, X
2
1 , ..., X
2
m which
are the inputs of the P channels.
Definition 6. Let {Bn}n≥1 be i.i.d. uniform random variables on {−,+}. We define the
MAC-valued process {Pn}n≥0 by:
P0 := P
Pn := P
Bn
n−1 ∀n ≥ 1
Proposition 1. The process {I[S](Pn)}n≥0 is a bounded super-martingale for all S ⊂ {1, ...,m}.
Moreover, it’s a bounded martingale if S = {1, ...,m}.
Proof.
2I[S](P ) = I[S](P ) + I[S](P ) = I(X1(S);Y1X
1(Sc)) + I(X2(S);Y2X
2(Sc))
= I(X1(S)X2(S);Y1Y2X
1(Sc)X2(Sc)) = I(U1(S)U2(S);Y1Y2U
1(Sc)U2(Sc))
= I(U1(S);Y1Y2U
1(Sc)U2(Sc)) + I(U2(S);Y1Y2U
1(Sc)U2(Sc)U1(S))
≥ I(U1(S);Y1Y2U1(Sc)) + I(U2(S);Y1Y2U11 ...U1mU2(Sc))
= I[S](P−) + I[S](P+).
Thus, E
(
I[S](Pn+1)
∣∣Pn) = 12I[S](P−n ) + 12I[S](P+n ) ≤ I[S](Pn), and I[S](Pn) ≤ |S| for all S ⊂
{1, ...,m}, which proves that {I[S](Pn)}n≥0 is a bounded super-martingale. If S = {1, ...,m},
the inequality becomes equality, and {I[S](Pn)}n≥0 is a bounded martingale.
Since 12(I[S](P
−)+I[S](P+)) ≤ I[S](P ) ∀S ⊂ {1, ...,m}, then 12J (P−)+ 12J (P+) ⊂ J (P ),
but this subset relation can be strict if one of the inequalities is strict for a certain S ⊂ {1, ...,m}.
Nevertheless, for S = {1, ...,m}, we have 12(I(P−) + I(P+)) = I(P ), so at least one point of
the dominant face of J (P ) is present in 12J (P−) + 12J (P+) since the capacity region is a
polymatroid. Therefore, the sum capacity is preserved.
From the bounded super-martingale convergence theorem, we deduce that the sequences
{I[S](Pn)}n≥0 converge almost surely for all S ⊂ {1, ...,m}.
The main result of this section is that, almost surely, Pn becomes an almost deterministic
linear channel:
Theorem 2. Let P be an m-user MAC. Then for every  > 0, we have:
lim
l→∞
1
2l
∣∣∣{s ∈ {−,+}l : ∃As ∈ Fm×rsq , rank(As) = rs,
|I(ATs ~Us;Ys)− I(P s)| < , |rs − I(P s)| < 
}∣∣∣ = 1
Fm×rsq denotes the set of m× rs matrices with coefficients in Fq, Us (uniform random vector in
Fmq ) is the input to the channel P s, and Ys is the output of it.
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To prove this theorem, we need several lemmas and definitions:
Lemma 1. ([5]) For any  > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that for any single user channel P we
have:
I(P+)− I(P ) < δ ⇒ I(P ) /∈ (, 1− )
Definition 7. Let P : Fmq → Y be an m-user MAC, let A ∈ Fm×n1q , B ∈ Fm×n2q be two matrices
such that [A B] ∈ Fm×(n1+n2)q has rank n1 + n2 (If n2 = 0, we put B = Φ). We define the
n1-user channel P [A|B] : Fn1q → Y × Fn2q as follows:
P [A|B](y,~v|~u) = 1
qm−n1
∑
~x∈Fmq
AT ~x=~u,BT ~x=~v
P (y|~x)
If n2 = 0, there is no additional ~v at the output, and the B
T~x = ~v constraint under the sum is
removed.
Remark 1. The channel P [A|B] can be constructed from P as follows: Let ~x ∈ Fmq be the input
to the channel P , ~u = AT~x is determined by the n1 users of P [A|B]. Since n1 may be less than
m, then ~x cannot always be determined from ~u. ~u only determines a part of ~x, the other part
is determined by the channel P [A|B] uniformly and independently from ~u:
Let A˜ be an m×(m−n1) matrix such that [A A˜] is invertible, i.e. the columns of A˜ together
with those of A form a basis for Fmq . Since [A A˜] is invertible, we could determine ~x if we knew
[A A˜]T~x. But [A A˜]T~x = [(AT~x)T (A˜T~x)T ]T = [~uT ~˜uT ]T . We only have ~u and we need ~˜u to
fully determine ~x. The channel P [A|B] generates ~˜u uniformly and independently from ~u. The
output of the channel P [A|B] is y (the output of P ) together with BT~x. In other words, in
P [A|B], we try to determine AT~x, when ~y (the output of P) and BT~x are given.
In summary, P [A|B] corresponds to the channel ~U = AT ~X → (Y,BT ~X), where ~U is a
uniform random vector in Fn1q , ~X = ([A A˜]T )−1[~UT
~˜UT ]T and Y is the output of the channel
P when ~X is the input. A˜ is any m× (m−n1) matrix such that [A A˜] is invertible, and ~˜U is a
uniform random vector in Fm−n1q , independent from ~U . We have I(P [A|B]) = I(~U ;Y,BT ~X) =
I(AT ~X;Y,BT ~X).
Let A = [A′ A′′] and B be two matrices having m rows such that [A B] is full rank. If X
and Y are as above, then we have:
I(P [A|B]) = I(AT ~X;Y,BT ~X) = I(A′T ~X,A′′T ~X;Y,BT ~X)
= I(A′T ~X;Y,BT ~X) + I(A′′T ~X;Y,BT ~X,A′T ~X)
= I(A′T ~X;Y,BT ~X) + I(A′′T ~X;Y, [B A′]T ~X)
= I(P [A′|B]) + I(P [A′′∣∣[B A′]])
Lemma 2. Let A ∈ Fm×n1q , B ∈ Fm×n2q , A′ ∈ Fn1×n
′
1
q , B′ ∈ Fn1×n
′
2
q be four matrices such
that [A B] ∈ Fm×(n1+n2)q has rank n1 + n2, and [A′ B′] ∈ Fn1×(n
′
1+n
′
2)
q has rank n′1 + n′2. Then
P [A|B][A′|B′] is equivalent to P [AA′∣∣[B AB′]]
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Proof. P [A|B][A′|B′](y,~b, ~b′|~a′)
=
1
qn1−n′1
∑
~a∈Fn1q
A′T~a=~a′
B′T~a=~b′
P [A|B](y,~b|~a) = 1
qn1−n′1
∑
~a∈Fn1q
A′T~a=~a′
B′T~a=~b′
1
qm−n1
∑
~u∈Fmq
AT ~u=~a
BT ~u=~b
P (y|~u)
=
1
qm−n′1
∑
~u∈Fmq
A′TAT ~u=~a′
B′TAT ~u=~b′,BT ~u=~b
P (y|~u) = 1
qm−n′1
∑
~u∈Fmq
(AA′)T ~u=~a′
[B AB′]T ~u=[~bT ~b′T ]T
P (y|~u)
= P
[
AA′
∣∣[B AB′]](y, [~bT ~b′T ]T ∣∣~a′)
Lemma 3. P [A|B]+ is degraded with respect to P+[A|B]. P−[A|B] is degraded with respect to
P [A|B]−, and if B = Φ, they are equivalent.
Proof.
P+[A|B](y1, y2, ~u1,~b|~a) = 1
qm−n1
∑
~u2∈Fmq
AT ~u2=~a,BT ~u2=~b
P+(y1, y2, ~u1|~u2)
=
1
q2m−n1
∑
~u2∈Fmq
AT ~u2=~a,BT ~u2=~b
P (y1|~u1 + ~u2)P (y2|~u2)
P [A|B]+(y1,~b1, y2,~b2,~a1|~a2) = 1
qn1
P [A|B](y1,~b1|~a1 + ~a2)P [A|B](y2,~b2|~a2)
=
1
q2m−n1
∑
~u1∈Fmq
AT ~u1=~a1+~a2
BT ~u1=~b1
∑
~u2∈Fmq
AT ~u2=~a2
BT ~u2=~b2
P (y1|~u1)P (y2|~u2)
=
1
q2m−n1
∑
~u1∈Fmq
AT ~u1=~a1
BT ~u1=~b1−~b2
∑
~u2∈Fmq
AT ~u2=~a2
BT ~u2=~b2
P (y1|~u1 + ~u2)P (y2|~u2)
=
∑
~u1∈Fmq
AT ~u1=~a1
BT ~u1=~b1−~b2
P+[A|B](y1, y2, ~u1,~b2|~a2)
Which proves that P [A|B]+ is degraded with respect to P+[A|B].
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P [A|B]−(y1,~b1, y2,~b2|~a1) = 1
qn1
∑
~a2∈Fn1q
P [A|B](y1,~b1|~a1 + ~a2)P [A|B](y2,~b2|~a2)
=
1
q2m−n1
∑
~a2∈Fn1q
∑
~u1∈Fmq
AT ~u1=~a1+~a2
BT ~u1=~b1
∑
~u2∈Fmq
AT ~u2=~a2
BT ~u2=~b2
P (y1|~u1)P (y2|~u2)
=
1
q2m−n1
∑
~a2∈Fn1q
∑
~u1∈Fmq
AT ~u1=~a1
BT ~u1=~b1−~b2
∑
~u2∈Fmq
AT ~u2=~a2
BT ~u2=~b2
P (y1|~u1 + ~u2)P (y2|~u2)
=
1
q2m−n1
∑
~u1∈Fmq
AT ~u1=~a1
BT ~u1=~b1−~b2
∑
~u2∈Fmq
BT ~u2=~b2
P (y1|~u1 + ~u2)P (y2|~u2)
P−[A|B](y1, y2,~b|~a) = 1
qm−n1
∑
~u1∈Fmq
AT ~u1=~a,BT ~u1=~b
P−(y1, y2|~u1)
=
1
q2m−n1
∑
~u1∈Fmq
AT ~u1=~a,BT ~u1=~b
∑
~u2∈Fmq
P (y1|~u1 + ~u2)P (y2|~u2)
=
∑
~b2∈Fn2q
P [A|B]−(y1,~b+~b2, y2,~b2|~a)
Which proves that P−[A|B] is degraded with respect to P [A|B]−. Note that if B = Φ,
all the BT~u constraints are eliminated, and there is no more ~b vectors. In this case we have
P [A|Φ]−(y1, y2|~a1) = P−[A|Φ](y1, y2|~a1). Therefore, P [A|Φ]− and P−[A|Φ] are equivalent.
Proposition 2. The process I(Pn[A|B])n≥ converges almost surely for any two full rank ma-
trices A and B (B can be Φ) whose columns are linearly independent. Moreover, the limit takes
its value in the set of integers.
Proof. Let’s start with the case B = Φ, we have: P−n [A|Φ] is equivalent to Pn[A|Φ]− so
I(P−n [A|Φ]) = I(Pn[A|Φ]−), and Pn[A|Φ]+ is degraded with respect to P+n [A|Φ] so I(P+n [A|Φ]) ≥
I(Pn[A|Φ]+).
Let ~U ′1, ~U ′2 be two independent uniform random vectors in Fn1q which will be the input to
Pn[A|Φ]− and Pn[A|Φ]+ respectively. ~U1 = ~U ′1 + ~U ′2 and ~U2 = ~U ′2 will be the inputs to two
independent copies of Pn respectively. Let
~˜U1 and
~˜U2 be two independent uniform random
vectors in Fm−n1q which are independent from ~U1 and ~U2, let ~Xi = ([A A˜]T )−1[~UTi
~˜UTi ]
T for
i ∈ {1, 2} (see remark 1 ), and let Y1 (resp. Y2) be the output of the channel Pn when ~X1
(resp. ~X2) is the input. A˜ is any m× (m− n1) matrix such that [A A˜] is invertible. We have:
I(Pn[A|Φ]−) = I(~U ′1;Y1Y2), I(Pn[A|Φ]+) = I(~U ′2;Y1Y2~U ′1), ~Uk = AT ~Xk and I(AT ~Xk;Yk) =
I(Pn[A|Φ]) for k ∈ {1, 2} (see remark 1 ). Thus:
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I(P−n [A|Φ]) + I(P+n [A|Φ]) ≥ I(Pn[A|Φ]−) + I(Pn[A|Φ]+) = I(~U ′1;Y1Y2) + I(~U ′2;Y1Y2~U ′1)
= I(~U ′1~U
′
2;Y1Y2) = I(~U1~U2;Y1Y2) = I(A
T ~X1, A
T ~X2;Y1Y2)
= I(AT ~X1;Y1) + I(A
T ~X2;Y2) = 2I(Pn[A|Φ])
Therefore E(I(Pn+1[A|Φ])|Pn) = 12I(P−n [A|Φ]) + 12I(P+n [A|Φ]) ≥ I(Pn[A|Φ]. Moreover
we have I(Pn[A|Φ]) ≤ n1, so the process I(Pn[A|Φ])n≥0 is a bounded sub-martingale. By
the bounded sub-martingale convergence theorem we deduce the almost sure convergence of
I(Pn[A|Φ])n≥0 for any full rank matrix A.
From remark 1 we have I(Pn[A|B]) = I(Pn[[A B]|Φ])− I(Pn[B|Φ]), so I(Pn[A|B])n≥0 also
converges almost surely for any two matrices A and B such that [A B] is full rank.
Now suppose that A = ~α is a column vector (i.e. n1 = 1), the almost sure convergence
of I(Pn[~α|B])n≥0 implies the almost sure convergence of
∣∣I(Pn+1[~α|B]) − I(Pn[~α|B])∣∣ to zero,
and so E
(∣∣I(Pn+1[~α|B])− I(Pn[~α|B])∣∣ ∣∣∣Pn) converges almost surely to zero, since I(Pn[~α|B])
is bounded. We have also:
E
(∣∣I(Pn+1[~α|B])− I(Pn[~α|B])∣∣ ∣∣∣Pn) ≥ 1
2
(
I(P+n [~α|B])− I(Pn[~α|B])
)
≥ 1
2
(
I(Pn[~α|B]+)− I(Pn[~α|B])
)
The first inequality comes from the expression of the expectation and the second one comes
from the fact that I(Pn[~α|B]+) is degraded with respect to I(P+n [~α|B]) (lemma 3 ), we conclude
that I(Pn[~α|B]+)− I(Pn[~α|B]) converges almost surely to zero.
Let {Pn}n≥0 be a realization in which I(Pn[~α|B])n≥0 converges to a certain value l ∈ [0, 1]
(we have 0 ≤ I(Pn[~α|B]) ≤ 1). Due to the convergence of I(P+n [~α|B]) − I(Pn[~α|B]) to zero
and of I(Pn[~α|B]) to l, for every  > 0, there exists n0 > 0 such that for any n > n0 we have
|I(P+n [~α|B])− I(Pn[~α|B])| < δ where δ is as in lemma 1, and |I(Pn[~α|B])− l| < . We conclude
from lemma 1 that I(Pn[~α|B]) /∈ (, 1− ) and since |I(Pn[~α|B])− l| <  then l /∈ (2, 1− 2),
and this is true for any  > 0. We conclude that l ∈ {0, 1}.
Now let A = [α1 ... αn1 ] be any full rank matrix, then by remark 1 we have:
I(Pn[A|B]) =
n1∑
k=1
I
(
Pn
[
αk|[B α1 ... αk−1]
])
Since each of I(Pn[αk|[B α1 ... αk−1]]) converges almost surely to a value in {0, 1}, then
I(Pn[A|B]) converges almost surely to an integer.
Corollary 1. The limit of the process I[S](Pn) is almost surely an integer for all S ⊂ {1, ...,m}.
Proof. If we take AS = [ek, k ∈ S] and BS = [ek, k ∈ Sc], where {ek} is the canonical basis
of Fmq , then I[S](Pn) = I(Pn[AS |BS ]). The assertion about the limit comes from the previous
proposition.
Lemma 4. (lemma 33[7]) Let X,W be two independent and uniformly distributed random
variables in Fq, and let Y be an arbitrary random variable. For every ′ > 0, there exists δ > 0
such that:
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• I(X,Y ) < δ, I(W ;Y ) < δ, H(X|YW ) < δ, H(W |Y X) < δ and
• H(βX + γW |Y ) /∈ (δ, 1− δ) for all β, γ ∈ Fq,
implies
I(β′X + γ′W ;Y ) > 1− ′
for some β′, γ′ ∈ Fq
Lemma 5. For every m > 0, there exists m > 0 such that for any  < m, if P is an m-user
MAC satisfying d(I(P [A|B]),Z) <  for all matrices A and B (B can be Φ), then I(P ) > 1− 
implies the existence of a non-zero vector ~α ∈ Fmq satisfying I(P [~α|Φ]) > 1− .
Proof. Choose δ as in the above lemma for ′ = 13 , and then choose m = min{δ, 13 , 1m+1} (note
that our choice of m is non-increasing with m). Let {~ek, 1 ≤ k ≤ m} be the canonical basis of
Fmq , let 0 <  < m and let P be an m-user MAC satisfying d(I(P [A|B]),Z) <  for all matrices
A and B.
We will prove the lemma by induction on m. If m = 1, we set ~α = [1], so I(P [~α|Φ]) =
I(P ) > 1− . For m > 1, from remark 1 we have:
1−  < I(P ) = I(P [[~e1 ... ~em]∣∣Φ]) = m∑
k=1
I
(
P
[
~ek
∣∣[~ek+1 ... ~em]])
If I
(
P
[
~ek
∣∣[~ek+1 ... ~em]]) <  for all k, we get 1 −  < m ⇒  > 1m+1 which is a contra-
diction, so there exists at least one k satisfying I
(
P
[
~ek
∣∣[~ek+1 ... ~em]]) > 1 − . If k > 1, then
P
[
[~ek ... ~em]
∣∣Φ] has m − k + 1 < m users, and I(P [[~ek ... ~em]∣∣Φ]) ≥ I(P [~ek∣∣[~ek+1 ... ~em]]) >
1 − . By induction we get a vector ~α′ ∈ Fm−k+1q such that I
(
P
[
[~ek ... ~em]
∣∣Φ][~α′|Φ]) > 1 − .
Let ~α = [~ek ... ~em]~α
′, then by lemma 2 we have I(P [~α|Φ]) = I(P [[~ek ... ~em]∣∣Φ][~α′|Φ]) > 1 − 
and we are done.
If k = 1 then I
(
P
[
~e1
∣∣[~e2 ... ~em]]) > 1− , so we have (see remark 1 ):
I
(
P
[
[~e1 ... ~em−1]
∣∣~em]) = I(P [[~e2 ... ~em−1]∣∣~em])+ I(P [~e1∣∣[~e2 ... ~em]])
≥ I(P [~e1∣∣[~e2 ... ~em]]) > 1− 
P
[
[~e1 ... ~em−1]
∣∣ ~em] has m − 1 users. Therefore, by induction we can get a vector ~α′ ∈ Fm−1q
such that I(P
[
[~e1 ... ~em−1]
∣∣~em][~α′|Φ]) > 1 − . Let ~α′′ = [~e1 ... ~em−1]~α′, then we have
I(P [~α′′|~em]) = I(P
[
[~e1 ... ~em−1]
∣∣~em][~α′|Φ]) > 1 −  (see lemma 2 ). If ~U and Y are the in-
put and output to the channel P respectively then I(X;YW ) = I(P [~α′′|~em]) > 1 − , where
X = ~α′′T ~U and W = ~eTm~U (see remark 1 ). If I(X;Y ) > 1−  or I(W ;Y ) > 1− , we set ~α = ~α′′
or ~α = ~em respectively and we are done.
If I(X;Y ) <  and I(W ;Y ) < , we have I(X;YW ) > 1−, so H(X|YW ) < . I(XW ;Y ) =
I(X;Y )+I(W ;Y X) = I(W ;X)+I(X;YW ) which implies I(W ;Y X) ≥ I(X;YW )−I(X;Y ) >
1− 2 > 13 > , thus I(W ;Y X) > 1−  and H(W |Y X) < . Moreover, from the hypothesis we
have I(βX + γW ;Y ) = I(P [β~α′′ + γ ~em|Φ]) /∈ (, 1 − ) so H(βX + γW |Y ) /∈ (, 1 − ) for all
β, γ ∈ Fq.
Notice that  < m ≤ δ. Therefore, by the above lemma there exist β′, γ′ ∈ Fq such that
I(β′X + γ′W ;Y ) > 1 − ′ = 23 >  which implies I(P [~α|Φ]) = I(β′X + γ′W ;Y ) > 1 −  for
~α = β′~α′′ + γ′~em.
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Proposition 3. For any  < m, if P : U1...Um → Y is an m-user MAC that satisfies
d(I(P [A|B]),Z) <  for all matrices A and B (B can be Φ), then there exists a matrix AP
of rank r such that |I(AP T ~U ;Y )− I(P )| < 2, |I(AP T ~U ;Y )− r| <  and |I(P )− r| < .
Proof. Let V = {~α ∈ Fmq : ~α = ~0 or I(~αT ~U ;Y ) > 1− }, then V is a subspace of Fmq :
Let ~α ∈ V and β ∈ Fq, if ~α = ~0 or β = 0 then β~α = ~0 ∈ V . If ~α 6= ~0 and β 6= 0, then
I(β~αT ~U ;Y ) = I(~αT ~U ;Y ) > 1−  and β~α ∈ V .
Suppose m > 1, let ~α1, ~α2 ∈ V and β1, β2 ∈ Fq. We can suppose that ~α1, ~α2 6= ~0 and
β1, β2 6= 0 because otherwise we would be in the previous case. Let U ′ = ~αT1 ~U , U ′′ = ~αT2 ~U ,
X ′ = β1U ′ + β2U ′′ and X ′′ = β1U ′ + (β2 + 1)U ′′ then the transformation (U ′, U ′′)→ (X ′, X ′′)
is invertible. Thus:
I(X ′;Y ) + I(X ′′;Y X ′) = I(X ′X ′′;Y ) = I(U ′U ′′;Y ) = I(U ′;Y ) + I(U ′′;Y U ′)
≥ I(U ′;Y ) + I(U ′′;Y ) > 2− 2
If I(X ′;Y ) <  then I(X ′′;Y X ′) > 2− 3 > 2− 33 = 1 which is a contradiction (remember
that  < m ≤ 13). So I
(
(β1~α1 + β2~α2)
T ~U ;Y
)
= I(X ′;Y ) > 1 − , and β1~α1 + β2~α2 ∈ V .
Therefore, V is a subspace of Fmq .
Let ~α1, ..., ~αr be a basis of V , and let ~αr+1, ..., ~αm be m − r vectors extending {~α1, ..., ~αr}
to a basis of Fmq . Define the two matrices A := [~α1 ... ~αr] and B := [~αr+1 ... ~αm].
If I(P [B|Φ]) = I(BT ~U ;Y ) > 1 − , then by considering the channel P [B|Φ] we get
by lemma 5 a vector ~β ∈ Fm−rq such that I
(
P
[
B
∣∣Φ][~β|Φ]) > 1 − , but this means that
I((B~β)T ~U ;Y ) = I(P [B~β|Φ]) = I(P [B∣∣Φ][~β|Φ]) > 1 −  (see lemma 2 ) and so B~β ∈ V , and
therefore B~β can be written as a linear combination of the vectors of A which form a basis for
V . But this is a contradiction since the vectors of A and B are linearly independent. Therefore,
we must have 0 ≤ I(P [B|Φ]) < .
On the other hand, we have:
I(AT ~U ;Y ) = I([~α1 ... ~αr]
T ~U ;Y ) =
r∑
k=1
I(~αTk
~U ;Y, [~α1 ... ~αk−1]T ~U) ≥
r∑
k=1
I(~αTk
~U ;Y ) > r − r
So r − r < I(AT ~U ;Y ) ≤ r, and |I(AT ~U ;Y ) − r| < r ≤ mm+1 = 1 − 1m+1 < 1 − 
(remember that  < m ≤ 1m+1), but I(AT ~U ;Y ) = I(P [A|Φ]), and from the hypothesis we have
d(I(P [A|Φ]),Z) < , so r is the closest integer to I(P [A|Φ]), thus r −  < I(AT ~U ;Y ) ≤ r and
|I(AT ~U ;Y )− r| < . Moreover I(AT ~U ;Y,BT ~U) ≤ r so we get:
r −  < I(AT ~U ;Y ) ≤ I(AT ~U ;Y,BT ~U) ≤ I(AT ~U ;Y,BT ~U) + I(BT ~U ;Y ) < r + 
and since the matrix [A B]T is invertible, then we have:
I(P ) = I(~U ;Y ) = I([A B]T ~U ;Y ) = I(BT ~U ;Y ) + I(AT ~U ;Y,BT ~U)
Therefore, r− < I(P ) < r+ since r− < I(AT ~U ;Y,BT ~U)+I(BT ~U ;Y ) < r+. We conclude
that |I(P )− r| < , and |I(AT ~U ;Y )− I(P )| < 2 because we already have |I(AT ~U ;Y )− r| <
.
Now we are ready to prove theorem 2 :
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Proof. (of theorem 2)
The processes I(Pn[A|B]) converge almost surely to integers, and therefore the maximal
distance between I(Pn[A|B]) and the set of integers converges almost surely to zero. For large
enough n, this maximal distance becomes less than m and by the previous proposition we
conclude that the channels Pn almost surely become almost deterministic linear channels.
For the sake of accuracy, we provide the following rigorous proof. Let P be an m-user MAC,
and  > 0. Let δ = 12 min{, m}. For n, l ∈ N?, define the event Tn,k as:
Tn,k =
{
∀n1 ∈ [1,m] ∩ N, ∀n2 ∈ [0,m− n1] ∩ N, ∀[A B] ∈ Fm×(n1+n2)q :
rank([A B]) = n1 + n2 ⇒ d(I(Pn[A|B]),Z) < 1
k
}
Since the processes I(Pn[A|B]) converge almost surely to integer values for all matrices A and
B such that [A B] is full rank, then the event T =
⋂
k≥1
⋃
l≥1
⋂
n≥l
Tn,k has probability 1. Let
k > 1δ , Pr
(⋃
l≥1
⋂
n≥l
Tn,k
)
≥ Pr
( ⋂
k≥1
⋃
l≥1
⋂
n≥l
Tn,k
)
= 1. The events
⋂
n≥l
Tn,k are increasing with l,
so Pr
(⋃
l≥1
⋂
n≥l
Tn,k
)
= lim
l→∞
Pr
( ⋂
n≥l
Tn,k
)
= 1. We conclude that:
lim
l→∞
Pr(Tl,k) ≥ lim
l→∞
Pr
( ⋂
n≥l
Tn,k
)
= 1
The event Tl,k implies d(I(Pl[A|B]),Z) < 1k < δ < m for all matrices A and B satisfying
[A B] is full rank. Then by proposition 3, there exists a matrix APl of rank r such that
|I(APlT ~UPl ;YPl)− I(Pl)| < 2δ < , |I(APlT ~UPl ;YPl)− r| < δ <  and |I(Pl)− r| < δ < , where
~UPl and YPl are the input and output of Pl respectively. We conclude that the event Tl,k implies
the event Cl defined by:
Cl =
{
∃APl ∈ Fm×mq , rank(APl) = rPl , |I(ATPl ~UPl ;YPl)− I(Pl)| < , |rPl − I(Pl)| < 
}
So lim
l→∞
Pr(Cl) = 1. By examining the explicit expression of Pr(Cl) we get:
lim
l→∞
1
2l
∣∣∣{s ∈ {−,+}l : ∃As ∈ Fm×rsq , rank(As) = rs,
|I(ATs ~Us;Ys)− I(P s)| < , |rs − I(P s)| < 
}∣∣∣ = 1
4 Rate of polarization
Now we are interested in the rate of polarization of Pn into deterministic linear channels.
Definition 8. The Battacharyya parameter of a single user channel Q with input alphabet X
and output alphabet Y is defined as:
Z(Q) =
1
|X |(|X | − 1)
∑
(x,x′)∈X×X
x 6=x′
∑
y∈Y
√
Q(y|x)Q(y|x′)
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It’s known that Pe(Q) ≤ qZ(Q) (see [6]), where Pe(Q) is the probability of error of the
maximum likelihood decoder of Q.
Lemma 6. Let P be an m-user MAC. For any ~α ∈ Fmq we have:
lim
l→∞
1
2l
∣∣∣{s ∈ {−,+}l : I(P s[~α|Φ]) > 1− , Z(P s[~α|Φ]) ≥ 2−2βl}∣∣∣ = 0
for all 0 <  < 1, 0 < β < 12 .
Proof. I(Pn[~α|Φ]) converges almost surely to 0 or 1, and this means that Z(Pn[~α|Φ]) converges
also almost surely to 0 or 1 due to the relations between the quantities I(Q) and Z(Q) (see
proposition 3 of [6]).
Z(P+[~α|Φ]) ≤ Z(P [~α|Φ]+) since P [~α|Φ]+ is degraded with respect to P+[~α|Φ], and Z(P−[~α|Φ]) =
Z(P [~α|Φ]−) since P [~α|Φ]− and P−[~α|Φ] are equivalent. From [6] we have:
Z(P [~α|Φ]−) ≤ qZ(P [~α|Φ]) and Z(P [~α|Φ]+) = Z(P [~α|Φ])2
Now we can apply theorem 1 of [3] to get
lim
n→∞Pr
(
I(Pn[~α|Φ]) > 1− , Z(Pn[~α|Φ]) ≥ 2−2nβ
)
= 0
by examining the explicit expression of the last probability we get the result.
Theorem 3. The convergence of Pn into deterministic linear channels is almost surely fast:
lim
l→∞
1
2l
∣∣∣{s ∈ {−,+}l : ∃As = [~α1 ... ~αrs ] ∈ Fm×rsq , rank(As) = rs :
|I(ATs ~Us;Ys)− I(P s)| < , |rs − I(P s)| < ,
rs∑
k=1
Z(P s[~αk|Φ]) < 2−2βl
}∣∣∣ = 1
for all 0 <  < 1, 0 < β < 12 .
~Us and Ys are the input and output of P
s respectively.
Proof. Let β < β′ < 12 , define:
E~α =
{
s ∈ {−,+}l : I(P s[~α|Φ]) > 1− 2, Z(P s[~α|Φ]) ≥ 2−2β
′l}
for ~α ∈ Fmq
E1 =
{
s ∈ {−,+}l : ∃As ∈ Fm×rsq , rank(As) = rs, |I(ATs ~Us;Ys)− I(P s)| < , |rs − I(P s)| < 
}
E2 =
{
s ∈ {−,+}l : ∃As = [~α1 ... ~αrs ] ∈ Fm×rsq , rank(As) = rs,
|I(ATs ~Us;Ys)− I(P s)| < , |rs − I(P s)| < ,
rs∑
k=1
Z(P s[~αk|Φ]) < rs2−2β
′l}
If s ∈ E1/
(⋃
~α∈Fmq E~α
)
then ∃As = [~α1 ... ~αrs ] ∈ Fm×rsq such that rank(As) = rs, |rs −
I(P s)| <  and |I(ATs ~Us;Ys)− I(P s)| <  (so |I(ATs ~Us;Ys)− rs| < 2). For 1 ≤ k ≤ m we have:
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I(ATs
~Us;Ys) = I(P
s[As|Φ]) = I(P s[~αk|Φ]) + I
(
P s
[
[~α1 ... ~αk−1~αk+1 ... ~αm]
∣∣~αk])
> r − 2 ∀k ∈ {1, ..., rs}
and since I
(
P s
[
[~α1 ... ~αk−1~αk+1 ... ~αm]
∣∣~αk]) ≤ r−1, then I(P s[~αk|Φ]) > 1−2 which implies
Z(P s[~αk|Φ]) < 2−2β
′l
since s /∈ E~αk for all k ∈ {1, ..., rs}. So
rs∑
k=1
Z(P s[~αk|Φ]) < rs2−2β
′l
, and
therefore s ∈ E2. Thus E1/
( ⋃
~α∈Fmq
E~α
) ⊂ E2 and |E2| ≥ |E1| − ∑
~α∈Fmq
|E~α|. By theorem 2 and
lemma 6 we have:
1 ≥ lim
l→∞
1
2l
|E2| ≥ lim
l→∞
1
2l
(|E1| − ∑
~α∈Fmq
|E~α|
)
= 1− 0 = 1
By noticing that rs2
−2β′l ≤ m2−2β′l < 2−2βl for l large enough, we conclude the limit in the
theorem.
5 Polar codes construction
Choose 0 <  < 1 and 0 < β < β′ < 12 , let l be an integer such that q2
l2−2β
′l
< 2−2βl and
1
2l
|El| > 1− 2m , where
El =
{
s ∈ {−,+}l : ∃rs,∃As = [~α1 ... ~αrs ] ∈ Fm×rsq , rank(As) = rs :
|I(ATs ~Us;Ys)− I(P s)| <

2
, |rs − I(P s)| < 
2
,
rs∑
k=1
Z(P s[~αk|Φ]) < 2−2β
′l}
Such an integer exists due to theorem 3.
For each s ∈ {−,+}l, if s /∈ El set F (s, k) = 1 ∀k ∈ {1, ..., k}, and if s ∈ El choose a matrix
As of rank rs which satisfies the conditions in El, then choose a set of rs indices Ss = {i1, ...irs}
such that the corresponding rows of As are linearly independent then set F (s, k) = 1 if k /∈ Ss,
and F (s, k) = 0 if k ∈ Ss. F (s, k) = 1 indicates that the user k is frozen in the channel P s, i.e.
no useful information is being sent.
A polar code is constructed as follows: The user k sends a symbol Us,k through a channel
equivalent to P s. If F (s, k) = 0, Us,k is an information symbol, and if F (s, k) = 1, Us,k is a
certain frozen symbol. Since we are free to choose any value for the frozen symbols, we will
analyze the performance of the polar code averaged on all the possible choices of the frozen
symbols, so we will consider that Us,k are independent random variables, uniformly distributed
in Fq ∀s ∈ {−,+}l, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,m}. However, the value of Us,k will be revealed to the receiver
if F (s, k) = 1, and if F (s, k) = 0 the receiver has to estimate Us,k from the output of the channel.
We associate the set {−,+}l with the strict total order < defined as s1...sl < s′1...s′l if and
only if si = −, s′i = + for some i ∈ {1, ..., l} and sh = s′h ∀h > i.
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5.1 Encoding
Let {Ps}s∈{−,+}l be a set of 2l independent copies of the channel P . Do not confuse Ps with
P s, Ps is a copy of the channel P and P
s is the polarized channel obtained from P as before.
Define Us1,s2,k for s1 ∈ {−,+}l
′
, s2 ∈ {−,+}l−l′ , 0 ≤ l′ ≤ l inductively as:
• UΦ,s,k = Us,k if l′ = 0, s ∈ {−,+}l.
• U(s1;−),s2,k = Us1,(s2;+),k + Us1,(s2;−),k if l′ > 0, s1 ∈ {−,+}l
′−1, s2 ∈ {−,+}l−l′ .
• U(s1;+),s2,k = Us1,(s2;+),k if l′ > 0, s1 ∈ {−,+}l
′−1, s2 ∈ {−,+}l−l′ .
The user k sends Us,Φ,k through the channel Ps for all s ∈ {−,+}l. Let Ys be the output
of the channel Ps, and let Y = {Ys}s∈{−,+}l . We can prove by induction on l′ that the channel
~Us1,s2,k →
({Ys}s has s1 as prefix, {~Us′}s′<s2) is equivalent to P s2 . In particular, the channel
~Us →
(
Y, {~Us′}s′<s
)
is equivalent to the channel P s.
5.2 Decoding
If s /∈ El then F (s, k) = 1 for all k, and the receiver knows all Us,k, there is nothing to decode.
Suppose that s ∈ El, if we know {~Us′}s′<s then we can estimate ~Us as follows:
• If F (s, k) = 1 then we know Us,k.
• We have F (s, k) = 0 for rs values of k corresponding to rs linearly independent rows of
As. So if we know A
T
s
~Us, we can recover Us,k for F (s, k) = 0.
• If As = [~α1 ... ~αrs ], then we can estimate ATs ~Us by estimating ~αTh ~Us for h ∈ {1, ..., rs}.
• Since ~αTh ~Us →
(
Y, {Us′,k}s′<s
)
is equivalent to P s[~αh|Φ], we can estimate ~αTh ~Us using the
maximum likelihood decoder of P s[~αh|Φ].
• Let Ds(Y, {~Us′}s′<s) be the estimate of ~Us obtained from (Y, {~Us′}s′<s) by the above
procedure.
This motivates the following successive cancelation decoder:
• ~ˆUs = ~Us if s /∈ El.
• ~ˆUs = Ds(Y, { ~ˆUs′}s′<s) if s ∈ El.
5.3 Performance of polar codes
If s ∈ El, the probability of error in estimating ~αTh ~Us using the maximum likelihood decoder
is upper bounded by qZ(P s[~αh|Φ]). So the probability of error in estimating ATs ~Us is upper
bounded by
rs∑
k=1
qZ(P s[~αk|Φ]) < q2−2β
′l
. Therefore, the probability of error in estimating ~Us
from (Y, {~Us′}s′<s) is upper bounded by q2−2β
′l
when s ∈ El
Note that Ds(Y, {~Us′}s′<s) = ~Us, (∀s ∈ El) ⇔ Ds(Y, { ~ˆUs′}s′<s) = ~Us (∀s ∈ E1), so the
probability of error of the above successive cancelation decoder is upper bounded by∑
s∈El
Pr
(Ds(Y, {~Us′}s′<s) 6= ~Us) < |El|q2−2β′l ≤ q2l2−2−β′l < 2−2βl
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The above upper bound was calculated on average over a random choice of the frozen symbols.
Therefore, there is at least one choice of the frozen symbols for which the upper bound of the
probability of error still holds.
The last thing to discuss is the rate vector of polar codes. The rate at which the user k is
communicating is Rk =
1
2l
∑
s∈El
(
1− F (s, k)), the sum rate is:
R =
∑
1≤k≤m
Rk =
1
2l
∑
1≤k≤m
∑
s∈El
(
1− F (s, k)) = 1
2l
∑
s∈El
rs
We have |I(P s)− rs| < 2 and I(P s) < rs+ 2 for all s ∈ El. And since we have
∑
s∈{−,+}l
I(P s) =
2lI(P ) we conclude:
I(P ) =
1
2l
∑
s∈{−,+}l
I(P s) =
1
2l
∑
s∈El
I(P s) +
1
2l
∑
s∈Ecl
I(P s) <
1
2l
∑
s∈El
(rs +

2
) +
1
2l
|Ecl |m
< R+
1
2l
|El| 
2
+m

2m
≤ R+ 
2
+

2
= R+ 
To this end we have proved the following theorem which is the main result in this report:
Theorem 4. For every 0 <  < 1 and for every 0 < β < 12 , there exists a polar code of length
N having a sum rate R > I(P )−  and a probability of error Pe < 2−Nβ .
A final note to report is that by changing our choice of the indices in Ss, the rate vector of
the polar code moves at a distance of at most  along the dominant face of the capacity region
achievable by polar codes. However, the dominant face of the initial capacity region can be
strictly bigger than the dominant face achievable by polar codes.
6 Case study
In this section, we are interested in studying the problem of loss in the capacity region by po-
larization in the special case of channels which are combination of deterministic linear channels.
Definition 9. An m-user MAC P is said to be a combination of n linear channels, if there are
n matrices A1, ..., An, (Ak ∈ Fm×mkq ) such that P is equivalent to the channel Pl : Fq× ...×Fq →
n⋃
k=1
{k} × Fmkq defined by:
Pl(k, ~y|~x) =
{
pk if A
T
k ~x = ~y
0 otherwise
∀k ∈ {1, ..., n}, ∀~y ∈ Fmkq ,∀~x ∈ Fmq
where
n∑
k=1
pk = 1 and pk 6= 0 ∀k. The channel Pl is denoted by Pl =
n∑
k=1
pkCAk .
The channel Pl can be seen as a box where we have a collection of matrices. At each channel
use, a matrix Ak from the box is chosen randomly according to the probabilities pk. The output
of the channel is ATk ~x, together with the index k (so the receiver knows which matrix has been
used).
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6.1 Characterizing non-losing channels
In the case of channels that are combination of linear channels, we are interested in finding in
the channels whose capacity region is preserved upon the polarization process.
Proposition 4. If {Ak, A′k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n} is a set of matrices such that span(Ak) = span(A′k) ∀k ∈
{1, ...m}, then the two channels P =
n∑
k=1
pkCAk and P ′ =
n∑
k=1
pkCA′k are equivalent.
Proof. If span(Ak) = span(A
′
k), we can determine A
T
k ~x from A
′
k
T~x and vice versa. Therefore,
from the output of P , we can deterministically obtain the output of P ′ and vice versa. In this
sense, P and P ′ are equivalent, and have the same capacity region.
Notation 2. Motivated by the above proposition, we will write P ≡
n∑
k=1
pkCVk where {Vk : 1 ≤
k ≤ n} is a set of n subspaces of Fmq , whenever P is equivalent to
n∑
k=1
pkCAk and span(Ak) = Vk.
Proposition 5. If P ≡
n∑
k=1
pkCVk , then I[S](P ) =
n∑
k=1
pkdim
(
projS(Vk)
)
for all S ⊂ {1, ...,m}.
Where projS denotes the canonical projection on FSq defined by projS(~x) = projS(x1, ..., xm) =
(xi1 , ..., xi|S|) for ~x = (x1, ..., xm) ∈ Fmq and S = {i1, ..., i|S|}.
Proof. Let X1, ..., Xm be the input to the channel
∑n
k=1 pkCAk (where Ak spans Vk), and let
K,Y be the output of it. We have:
H
(
X(S)|K,Y,X(Sc))
=
∑
k,~y
Pr(k, ~y)H
(
X(S)|k, ~y,X(Sc)) = ∑
k,~y
∑
~x
Pr(k, ~y|~x)Pr(~x)H(X(S)|ATk ~X,X(Sc))
=
∑
k,~y
∑
~x,
ATk ~x=~y
pkPr(~x)H
(
X(S)|k, ~y,X(Sc)) = ∑
k
pkH
(
X(S)|ATk ~X,X(Sc)
)
=
∑
k
pkH
(
X(S)|Ak(S)T ~X(S), X(Sc)
)
=
∑
k
pkH
(
X(S)|Ak(S)T ~X(S)
)
Where Ak(S) is obtained from Ak by taking the rows corresponding to S. For a given
value of Ak(S)
T ~X(S), we have qdk possible values of ~X(S) with equal probabilities, where
dk is the dimension of the null space of the mapping ~X(S) → Ak(S)T ~X(S), so we have
H
(
X(S)|Ak(S)T ~X(S)
)
= dk.
On the other hand, |S| −H(X(S)|Ak(S)T ~X(S)) = |S| − dk is the dimension of the range
space of the the mapping ~X(S) → Ak(S)T ~X(S), which is also equal to the rank of Ak(S)T .
Therefore, we have:
|S| −H(X(S)|Ak(S)T ~X(S)) = rank(Ak(S)T ) = rank(Ak(S)) = dim(span(Ak(S)))
= dim
(
span
(
projS(Ak)
))
= dim
(
projS
(
span(Ak)
))
= dim
(
projS(Vk)
)
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We conclude:
I(X(S);K,Y,X(Sc)) = H(X(S))−H(X(S)|K,Y,X(Sc))
= |S| −
∑
k
pkH(X(S)|Ak(S)T ~X(S))
=
∑
k
pk
(|S| −H(X(S)|Ak(S)T ~X(S)))
=
∑
k
pk(|S| − dk) =
∑
k
pkdim(projS(Vk))
Proposition 6. If P ≡
n∑
k=1
pkCVk then:
• P− ≡
n∑
k1=1
n∑
k2=1
pk1pk2CVk1∩Vk2
• P+ ≡
n∑
k1=1
n∑
k2=1
pk1pk2CVk1+Vk2
Proof. Suppose without lost of generality that P =
n∑
k=1
pkCAk where Ak spans Vk. Let ~U1 be
an arbitrarily distributed random vector in Fmq (not necessarily uniform), let ~U2 be a uniformly
distributed random vector in Fmq independent from U1. Let ~X1 = ~U1 + ~U2 and ~X2 = ~U2. Let
(K1, A
T
K1
~X1) and (K2, A
T
K2
~X2) be the output of P when the input is X1 and X2 respectively.
Then the channel ~U1 → (K1, ATK1 ~X1,K2, ATK2 ~X2) is equivalent to P− with ~U1 as input. We did
not put any constraint on the distribution of ~U1 (such as saying that ~U1 is uniform) because in
general, the model of a channel is characterized by its conditional probabilities and no assump-
tion is made on the input probabilities.
Fix K1 = k1 and K2 = k2, let Ak1∧k2 , Bk1 and Bk2 be three matrices chosen such that Ak1∧k2
spans Vk1 ∩ Vk2 , Ak1 = [Ak1∧k2 Bk1 ] spans Vk1 , Ak2 = [Ak1∧k2 Bk2 ] spans Vk2 , and the columns
of [Ak1∧k2 Bk1 Bk2 ] are linearly independent. Then knowing ATk1
~X1 and A
T
k2
~X2 is equivalent to
knowing ATk1∧k2(
~U1 + ~U2), B
T
k1
(~U1 + ~U2), A
T
k1∧k2
~U2 and B
T
k2
~U2, which is equivalent to knowing
~T 1k1,k2 = A
T
k1∧k2
~U1, ~T
2
k1,k2
= BTk1(
~U1 + ~U2) and ~T
3
k1,k2
= [Ak1∧k2 Bk2 ]T ~U2. We conclude that P−
is equivalent to the channel:
~U1 →
(
K1,K2, ~T
1
K1,K2 ,
~T 2K1,K2 ,
~T 3K1,K2
)
Conditioned on (K1,K2, ~T
1
K1,K2
) we have [BK1 AK1∧K2 BK2 ]T ~U2 is uniform (since the matrix
[BK1 AK1∧K2 BK2 ] is full rank) and independent from ~U1, so [AK1∧K2 BK2 ]T ~U2 is independent
from (BTK1
~U2, ~U1), which implies that [AK1∧K2 BK2 ]T ~U2 is independent from
(
BTK1(
~U1+~U2), ~U1
)
.
Also conditioned on (K1,K2, ~T
1
K1,K2
), BTK1
~U2 is uniform and independent from ~U1, which im-
plies that ~U1 is independent from B
T
K1
(~U1 + ~U2), and this is because the columns of BK1 and
AK1∧K2 are linearly independent. We conclude that conditioned on (K1,K2, ~T 1K1,K2),
~U1 is
independent from
(
~T 2K1,K2 ,
~T 3K1,K2
)
. Therefore,
(
K1,K2, ~T
1
K1,K2
)
=
(
K1,K2, A
T
k1∧k2
~U1
)
form
sufficient statistics. We conclude that P− is equivalent to the channel:
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~U1 →=
(
K1,K2, A
T
k1∧k2 ~U1
)
And since Pr(K1 = k1,K2 = k2) = pk1pk2 , and Ak1∧k2 spans Vk1 ∩ Vk2 we conclude that
P− ≡
n∑
k1=1
n∑
k2=1
pk1pk2CVk1∩Vk2 .
Now let ~U2 be arbitrarily distributed in Fmq (not necessarily uniform) and ~U1 be a uniformly
distributed random vector in Fmq independent from ~U2. Let ~X1 = ~U1 + ~U2 and ~X2 = ~U2. Let
(K1, A
T
K1
~X1) and (K2, A
T
K2
~X2) be the output of P when the input is X1 and X2 respectively.
Then the channel ~U2 → (K1, ATK1 ~X1,K2, ATK2 ~X2, ~U1) is equivalent to P+ with ~U2 as input.
Note that the uniform distribution constraint is now on ~U1 and no constraint is put on the
distribution of ~U2, since now ~U2 is the input to the channel P
+.
Knowing ATK1
~X1, A
T
K2
~X2 and ~U1 is equivalent to knowing A
T
K1
(~U1 + ~U2), A
T
K2
~U2 and ~U1,
which is equivalent to knowing ATK1
~U2, A
T
K2
~U2 and ~U1. So P
+ is equivalent to the channel:
~U2 →
(
K1,K2, [Ak1 Ak2 ]
T ~U2, ~U1
)
And since ~U1 is independent from ~U2, the above channel (and hence P+) is equivalent to
the channel:
~U2 →
(
K1,K2, [Ak1 Ak2 ]
T ~U2
)
We also have Pr(K1 = k1,K2 = k2) = pk1pk2 , and [Ak1 Ak2 ] spans Vk1 + Vk2 . We conclude
that P+ ≡
n∑
k1=1
n∑
k2=1
pk1pk2CVk1+Vk2 .
Lemma 7. Let P ≡
n∑
k=1
pkCVk and S ⊂ {1, ...,m}, then
1
2
(
I[S](P−) + I[S](P+)
)
= I[S](P )⇔(
∀(k1, k2); projS(Vk1 ∩ Vk2) = projS(Vk1) ∩ projS(Vk2)
)
Proof. We know that if V and V ′ are two subspaces of Fmq , then projS(V ∩ V ′) ⊂ projS(V ) ∩
projS(V
′) and projS(V + V ′) = projS(V ) + projS(V ′), which implies that:
dim
(
projS(V ∩ V ′)
) ≤ dim(projS(V ) ∩ projS(V ′))
dim
(
projS(V + V
′)
)
= dim
(
projS(V ) + projS(V
′)
)
We conclude:
dim
(
projS(V ∩ V ′)
)
+ dim
(
projS(V + V
′)
)
≤ dim(projS(V ) ∩ projS(V ′))+ dim(projS(V ) + projS(V ′))
= dim
(
projS(V )
)
+ dim
(
projS(V
′)
)
Therefore:
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1
2
(
I[S](P−) + I[S](P+)
)
=
1
2
( n∑
k1=1
n∑
k2=1
pk1pk2dim
(
projS(Vk1 ∩ Vk2)
)
+
n∑
k1=1
n∑
k2=1
pk1pk2dim
(
projS(Vk1 + Vk2)
))
=
1
2
( n∑
k1=1
n∑
k2=1
pk1pk2
(
dim
(
projS(Vk1 ∩ Vk2)
)
+ dim
(
projS(Vk1 + Vk2)
)))
≤ 1
2
( n∑
k1=1
n∑
k2=1
pk1pk2
(
dim
(
projS(Vk1)
)
+ dim
(
projS(Vk2)
)))
=
1
2
( n∑
k1=1
pk1dim
(
projS(Vk1)
)
+
n∑
k2=1
pk2dim
(
projS(Vk2)
))
=
1
2
(I[S](P ) + I[S](P )) = I[S](P )
So if we have projS(Vk1 ∩ Vk2) ( projS(Vk1) ∩ projS(Vk2) for some k1, k2, then we have
dim
(
projS(Vk1 ∩ Vk2)
)
< dim
(
projS(Vk1) ∩ projS(Vk2)
)
, and the above inequality of mutual
information will be strict. We conclude that:
1
2
(
I[S](P−) + I[S](P+)
)
= I[S](P )⇔(
∀(k1, k2); projS(Vk1 ∩ Vk2) = projS(Vk1) ∩ projS(Vk2)
)
Definition 10. Let V be a set of subspaces of Fmq , we define the closure of V, cl(V), as being
the minimal set of subspaces of Fmq closed under the two operations ∩ and +, and including V.
We say that the set V is consistent with respect to S ⊂ {1, ...,m} if and only if it satisfies the
following property:(
∀(V1, V2) ∈ cl(V); projS(Vk1 ∩ Vk2) = projS(Vk1) ∩ projS(Vk2)
)
Corollary 2. If V = {Vk : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. I[S](P ) is preserved upon the polarization process if
and only if V is consistent with respect to S.
Proof. Upon the polarization process, we are performing successively the ∩ and + operators,
which means that we’ll reach the closure of V after a finite number of steps. So I[S](P ) is
preserved if and only if the above lemma applies to cl(V).
The above corollary gives a characterization for a combination of linear channels to preserve
I[S](P ). However, this characterization involves using the closure operator. The next propo-
sition gives a sufficient condition that uses only the initial configuration of subspaces V. This
proposition gives some “geometric” view of what the subspaces should look like if we don’t
want to lose.
Proposition 7. If there exists a subspace VS of dimension |S| whose projection on S is FSq (i.e.
projS(VS) = FSq ), such that for every V ∈ V we have projS(VS ∩ V ) = projS(V ), then I[S](P )
is preserved upon the polarization process. In other words, if every subspace in V passes through
VS “orthogonally” to S, then I[S](P ) is preserved upon the polarization process.
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Proof. Let VS be a subspace satisfying the hypothesis, then it satisfies also the hypothesis if we
replace V by it’s closure: If V1 and V2 are two arbitrary subspaces satisfying
projS(VS ∩ V1) = projS(V1) and projS(VS ∩ V2) = projS(V2)
then projS(V1) ⊂ projS
(
VS ∩ (V1 + V2)
)
and projS(V2) ⊂ projS
(
VS ∩ (V1 + V2)
)
, which implies
projS(V1 + V2) = projS(V1) + projS(V2) ⊂ projS
(
VS ∩ (V1 + V2)
)
. Therefore, projS
(
VS ∩ (V1 +
V2)
)
= projS(V1 + V2) since the inverse inclusion is trivial.
Now let ~x ∈ projS(V1) ∩ projS(V2), then ~x ∈ projS(V1) = projS(V1 ∩ VS) and similarly
~x ∈ projS(V2 ∩VS) which implies that there are two vectors ~x1 ∈ V1 ∩VS and ~x2 ∈ V2 ∩VS such
that ~x = projS(~x1) = projS( ~x2). And since projS(VS) = FSq and dim(VS) = |S|, then the map-
ping projS : VS → FSq is invertible and so ~x1 = ~x2 which implies that ~x ∈ projS(V1 ∩ V2 ∩ VS).
Thus projS(V1) ∩ projS(V2) ⊂ projS(V1 ∩ V2) ⊂ projS(V1 ∩ V2 ∩ VS). We conclude that
projS(V1) ∩ projS(V2) = projS(V1 ∩ V2) = projS(V1 ∩ V2 ∩ VS) since the inverse inclusions
are trivial.
We conclude that the set of subspaces V satisfying projS(V ∩ VS) = projS(V ) is closed
under the two operators ∩ and +. And since V is a subset of this set, cl(V) is a subset as well.
Now let V1, V2 ∈ cl(V), then projS(VS ∩V1) = projS(V1) and projS(VS ∩V2) = projS(V2). Then
projS(V1)∩projS(V2) = projS(V1∩V2) as we have seen in the previous paragraph. We conclude
that V is consistent with respect to S and so I[S](P ) is preserved.
Conjecture 1. The condition in proposition 7 is necessary.
6.2 Total loss in the dominant face
After characterizing the non-losing channels, we are now interested in studying the amount of
loss in the capacity region. In order to simplify the problem, we only study it in the case of
binary input 2-user MAC since we can easily generalize for the general case.
Since we only have 5 subspaces of F22, we write P ≡
4∑
k=0
pkCVk , where V0, ..., V4 are the 5
possible subspaces of F22:
V0 = {(0, 0)}
V1 = {(0, 0), (1, 0)}
V2 = {(0, 0), (0, 1)}
V3 = {(0, 0), (1, 1)}
V4 = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}
We have I[1](P ) = p1 +p3 +p4, I[2](P ) = p2 +p3 +p4 and I(P ) = I[1, 2](P ) = p1 +p2 +p3 +2p4.
Definition 11. Let P ≡
4∑
k=0
pkCVk and s ∈ {−,+}l, we write psk to denote the component of
Vk in P
s, i.e. we have P s ≡
4∑
k=0
pskCVk .
We denote the average of psk on all possible s ∈ {−,+}l by p(l)k . i.e. p(l)k =
1
2l
∑
s∈{−,+}l
psk.
p
(∞)
k is the limit of p
(l)
k as l tends to infinity.
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We denote the average of I[1](P s) (resp. I[2](P s) and I(P s)) on all possible s ∈ {−,+}l
by I
(l)
1 (resp. I
(l)
2 and I
(l)). We have I
(l)
1 = p
(l)
1 + p
(l)
3 + p
(l)
4 , I
(l)
2 = p
(l)
2 + p
(l)
3 + p
(l)
4 and
I(l) = p
(l)
1 + p
(l)
2 + p
(l)
3 + 2p
(l)
4 . If l tends to infinity we get I
(∞)
1 = p
(∞)
1 + p
(∞)
3 + p
(∞)
4 , I
(∞)
2 =
p
(∞)
2 + p
(∞)
3 + p
(∞)
4 and I
(∞) = p(∞)1 + p
(∞)
2 + p
(∞)
3 + 2p
(∞)
4 .
Definition 12. We say that we have total loss in the dominant face in the polarization process,
if the dominant face of the capacity region converges to a single point.
Remark 2. The symmetric capacity region after l polarization steps is the average of the sym-
metric capacity regions of all the channels P s obtained after l polarization steps (s ∈ {−,+}l).
Therefore, this capacity region is given by:
J (P (l)) = {(R1, R2) : 0 ≤ R1 ≤ I(l)1 , 0 ≤ R2 ≤ I(l)2 , 0 ≤ R1 +R2 ≤ I(l)}
The above capacity region converges to the “final capacity region”:
J (P (∞)) = {(R1, R2) : 0 ≤ R1 ≤ I(∞)1 , 0 ≤ R2 ≤ I(∞)2 , 0 ≤ R1 +R2 ≤ I(∞)}
The dominant face converges to a single point if and only if I(∞) = I(∞)1 + I
(∞)
2 , which is
equivalent to p
(∞)
1 + p
(∞)
2 + p
(∞)
3 + 2p
(∞)
4 = p
(∞)
1 + p
(∞)
2 + 2p
(∞)
3 + 2p
(∞)
4 . We conclude that we
have total loss in the dominant face if and only if p
(∞)
3 = 0.
Lemma 8. The order of p1, p2 and p3 remains the same upon the polarization process. e.g. if
p1 < p3 < p2 then p
s
1 < p
s
3 < p
s
2, and if p2 = p3 < p1 then p
s
2 = p
s
3 < p
s
1 for all s ∈ {−,+}l.
Proof. We have P− =
4∑
k=0
4∑
k′=0
pkpk′CVk∩Vk′ and P+ =
4∑
k=0
4∑
k′=0
pkpk′CVk+Vk′ . Therefore, we have:
p−0 = p
2
0 + 2p0(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4) + 2(p1p2 + p2p3 + p1p3)
p−1 = p
2
1 + 2p1p4
p−2 = p
2
2 + 2p2p4
p−3 = p
2
3 + 2p3p4
p−4 = p
2
4
p+0 = p
2
0
p+1 = p
2
1 + 2p1p0
p+2 = p
2
2 + 2p2p0
p+3 = p
2
3 + 2p3p0
p+4 = p
2
4 + 2p4(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4) + 2(p1p2 + p2p3 + p1p3)
We can easily see that the order of p−1 ,p
−
2 and p
−
3 is the same as that of p1, p2 and p3. This
is also true for p+1 ,p
+
2 and p
+
3 . By using a simple induction on l, we conclude that the order of
ps1, p
s
2 and p
s
3 is the same as that of p1, p2 and p3 for all s ∈ {−,+}l.
Lemma 9. For k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, if ∃k′ ∈ {1, 2, 3} \ {k} such that pk ≤ pk′ then
p
(∞)
k = liml→∞
1
2l
∑
s∈{−,+}l
psk = 0
In other words, the component of Vk is killed by that of Vk′.
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Proof. We know from theorem 2 that the channel P s converges almost surely to a deterministic
linear channel as l tends to infinity (we treat s as being a uniform random variable in {−,+}l).
Therefore, the vector (ps0, p
s
1, p
s
2, p
s
3, p
s
4) converges almost surely to one of the following vectors:
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0) or (0, 0, 0, 0, 1). In particular, psk converges
almost surely to 0 or 1.
Since pk ≤ pk′ then psk ≤ psk′ for any s, and so psk cannot converge to 1 because otherwise the
limit of psk′ would also be equal to 1, which is not possible since none of the 5 possible vectors
contain two ones. We conclude that psk converges almost surely to 0, which means that p
(l)
k (the
average of psk on all possible s ∈ {−,+}l) converges to 0. Therefore, p(∞)k = 0.
Proposition 8. If p3 ≤ max{p1, p2}, then we have total loss in the dominant face.
Proof. If p3 ≤ max{p1, p2}, then by the previous lemma we have p(∞)3 = 0. Therefore, we have
total loss in the dominant face (see remark 2 ).
Corollary 3. If we do not have total loss in the dominant face then the final capacity region
(to which the capacity region is converging) must be symmetric.
Proof. From the above proposition we conclude that p3 > max{p1, p2} and from lemma 9 we
conclude that p
(∞)
1 = p
(∞)
2 = 0. Thus, I
(∞)
1 = I
(∞)
2 = p
(∞)
3 + p
(∞)
4 and the final capacity region
is symmetric. In particular, it contains the “equal-rates” rate vector.
Conjecture 2. The condition in proposition 9 is necessary for having total loss in the dominant
face. i.e. if p3 > max{p1, p2}, then we do not have total loss in the dominant face.
7 Conclusion
We have seen in this report how we can construct reliable polar codes for any m-user MAC
with inputs in Fq. We have seen that for 0 <  and β < 12 , a polar code of length N can be
constructed such that its sum rate is within  from the sum capacity of the channel, and the
probability of error is less than 2−Nβ .
We have seen also that although the sum capacity is achievable with polar codes, we may
lose some rate vectors from the capacity region upon polarization. We have studied this loss in
the case where the channel is a combination of linear channels, and we derived a characteriza-
tion of non-losing channels in this special case. We have also derived a sufficient condition for
having total loss in the dominant face in the capacity region (i.e. the dominant face converges
to a single point) in the case of binary input 2-user MAC.
Several questions are still open, the most important one is whether we can find a coding
scheme, based on polar codes, in which all the symmetric capacity region is achievable.
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